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Today’s News - Monday, March 25, 2002

A new week, a new look (it's still evolving), a new feature article and a brand new Industry Calendar on the home page - pretty amazing considering we posted the first
newsletter February 18th and started mailing to subscribers February 25th - just about one month ago! Take a look at the new home page - and let us know what you
think. While you're there, check out the newest feature, the National Wildlife Federation Headquarters by HOK; it is a model for the "greening" of speculative office
buildings. Kristen Richards, Editor-in-Chief

  

 

 To subscribe to the free daily newsletter click here

Obituary: Ivor Prinsloo, V&A Waterfront architect dies in Gifberg fall- Independent Online (South Africa)

Public Spirit, Private Money and a New New Deal: The opportunity exists to enlarge our understanding of urban infrastructure
as well as our commitment to build more of it. By Herbert Muschamp- New York Times

But is it architecture? ...some architects are crying 'sell-out' as their colleagues venture into the less-than-hallowed ground
of boutique design - Frank Gehry; Rem Koolhaas; Tadao Ando- Business Times (Singapore)

Opinion: Just when we thought it was safe to look at a new building, architects forget that the first thing to build is
confidence- The Times (UK)

Children's Theatre Company unveils $24 million Graves design [image]- Star Tribune (Minneapolis)

Letters from readers re: Michael Graves' Children's Theatre...I couldn't believe my eyes...- Star Tribune (Minneapolis)

In crates, the mark of a giant of architecture: University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee has what may be one-of-a-kind molds and
plaster casts...used to replicate Louis Henri Sullivan's ornament...for Carson Pirie Scott store in Chicago. By Whitney Gould-
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

Sewage plant is tipped for design prize: nightclub, record shop and bus shelter are all in the running to be named Scotland’s
finest building. - Reiach and Hall; Graven Images; Edge Architecture and Design- The Sunday Times (UK)

Foreign affairs: British architecture's best hope? A Spaniard and an Iranian renowned for their work in Japan. Alejandro
Zaera-Polo and Farshid Moussavi/Foreign Office Architects - Guardian Unlimited (UK)

Team revamps solar house: 14 teams of University of Colorado students will build compact, solar-powered homes on the
capital's National Mall for a competition.- The Daily Camera (Colorado)

Leaky buildings worry industry: construction industry is trying to come to terms - New Zealand Herald

Plans for museum unveiled; Elgin marbles disputed - Bernard Tschumi [image]- USA Today

Natural beauty: an inspired piece of architectural design - Brit Andresen, RAIA Gold Medallist [image]- The Courier-Mail
(Australia)

Eileen Gray Permanent Exhibition Opens - Archeire.com
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